
The sec?nd innovation is the change from an A4 size to
an A5 S1ze format. In adopting this size we are
coming into line with several other county journals.
Apart from bringing about a slight reduction in the
expenditure on stationery, it is felt that the new
size will be easier to handle.
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Introduction

During April to June 1979 members of the Lancaster
Archaeological Society working under the direction
of the writer conducted an excavation on the site of
nos. 47-49 China Street, Lancaster (SD 4752 6172).

Ohina Lane, as it was formerly called, is first
referred to in the town's Oonstitutions and Orders
of 1362 where items 110 and 133 make reference to
Oheyney Lane (alternatively Oheynye, Oheney) (Roper
1907, 184). During the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries (1451, 1501, 1537) the Oockersand
cartulary records that Oockersand Abbey was leasing
out gardens in 'Chenelone' (Farrer 1909, 1284). On
a map of Lancaster drawn up by an unknown surveyor
in 1684 (L.R.O. DDX/194) the lane appears as Chiney
Lane and by the late eighteenth century (Mackreth's
map 1778) the name had completed its transmutation to
Ohina Lane. When the lane was widened at the
beginning of this century it was re-named Ohina Street.l

The origin of the name Oheyney Lane is unclear.
Medieval London provides two similar names - Paul's
Ohain ('Poulescheyne', 1424) (Ekwall 1954, 204), a
street said to have been named after a chain which
closed it during church services; and 'The Oheyne'
(1544) (Harben 1918, 138), which since it formed part
of the boundary of Great St. Bartholomew' s, was

perhaps similar. Ohe~e Lane in Stamford also has
medieval origins (1434) (Peck 1727 t 11): variantforms include 'le Ohynelane' (1520) and 'Ohenie'
(1646). There is speculation (Peck, 1727, 8) that
the name Oheyne Lane in Stamford may be derived from
a family name (as with Oheyne Walk, Chelsea), but a
positive source has not been established.

-Nos. 47-49 China Street were two of the few buildings
not to have been demolished when Ohina Lane was
widened in about 1908. No. 47 was a three storey
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stone-built house with a slated roof and of apparent
late seventeenth century build. Two blocked squ.are
windows with central mullions existed either side of
a probably later taller central window on the first
floor. Photographs show a suggestion of an old roof
line running at the level of the base of a single
second floor window.

The adjacent no. 49 carried over the door a datestone
inscribed 1701; the three storey building stood to
the same height as no. 47. The door over which the
datestone was positioned led to a passage through to
the back yard. In the latest phase the front door
to the house (then a shop) was converted to a window,
and access to the building was obtained through a
new entrance leading from the side passage.

Little documentation for the properties can be traced.
In 1684 (L.R.O. DDX/194) a tenement comprising the
sites of nos. 47-49 China Street, the adjacent building
facing on to Market Street and a shared back yard is
shown as belonging to a John Pearson. (The
archaeological evidence indicates this was divided into
separate dwelling units). The datestone over no. 49,
Y/I.E/170l, suggests this house may have been built
for John and Ellen Yates of Lancaster; Ellen, who
survived her husband, died in 1739 (Brierley 1920,
220) •

In 1973 these two grade 11 listed buildings were
demolished when they became unsafe. No survey was
carried out prior to demolition.

Excavation

The excavation was carried out for two principal
reasons. Firstly, although no development plans
were imminent, a long-term threat in such a town
centre site seemed certain. Secondly it provided
a rare chance to excavate an area which had not been
cellared. Nearly the whole of the medieval street
frontage of Lancaster has been affected by cellar
digging either during Lancaster's economic boom period
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of.ei~hteenth c~ntury, or during nineteenth century
bu~ldlng operatlons. The buildings of nos. 47-49
Chlna Street were of the pre-cellar era.

The excavation was restricted to an area of 5 metres
x 3 metres as spoil could not be moved from the site
and as access to the rear of properties facing Market
Str~e~ had to be maintained. The excavation was
posltloned so as to include areas inside and adjacent
to the rear of each building.

Site Sequence

The earliest activity on the site was represented by
one struck flake of chert found in level 5 soil
which had been cultivated throughout the m~dieval
period, and which underlay all the structural and
occupation levels on the site.

Five :esidual sherds of Roman pottery were found on
the ~lte, four of these again deriving from the level
5 sOlI. Any pre-medieval stratigraphy had been
de~troyed by the cultivation of the soil which the
thln scatter of gritty-fabric sherds suggest had
be~n du~ from at ~east the thirteenth century onwards.
ThlS sOlI graded lnto glacially deposited sand and
cobbles at about 70cm depth in the north-west corner
and 140?m depth in the south-east corner of the
excavatl0n. Part of a sixteenth century Raeren
stoneware tankard (Appendix 2) found in the soil
s~ggests that level 5 remained open during the
slxteenth century, probably until late in the

century •. The pott~ry finds in level 5 were
overwhelmlngly of Sllverdale/Arnside fabric but
proved littl~ help in dating the horizon as'no
secure~y or lndependently dated groups of this ware
yet eXlst •. Much of it must in this instance
represent slxteenth century activity.

Apart from. evidence of cultivation, level 5 showed
no other Slgn~ of activity other than an area of
hard bwced sOlI behind no. 49 which could represent'
an area of repeated domestic burning. No
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structural associations with this activity were found,
whilst the incorporation of Silverdale sherds in the
baked area make it clear that the burning occurred in
the later life of the horizon.

During the late sixteenth or possibly early seventeenth
century a stone walled building was erected on the
site of no. 49 China Street. The north-east corner
of this building lay within the excavated area. ,The
60 cms broad rubble-core wall was laid onto a spread
of cobbles in brown clay set into the surface of the
soil (level 5). Incorporated in the rubble fill of
the wall were several large sections of the base of
a bung-hole jar ~n Silverdale fabric (Appendix 2).
The soil behind the building was crudely paved with
irregular portions of gritstone flag mixed with a
rough cobbling. This yard level (level 12) had
evidently been periodically patched and renewed with
a similar crude gravel/cobble mix. The sizeable
pottery content of this level was predominantly (90%
by weight) of Silverdale fabric; clay pipes were
significantly still absent at this stage.

Set into the level 12 surface was an 80cms broad
band of large cobbles which ran immediately behind the
back wall of the building at no. 49. At the southern
face of the excavation the other side of this
feature rested against the lowest course of a stone
wall which was exposed in the south-east extremity
of the excavation. It could not be certainly
ascertained if this had been a free-standing wall or
represented the corner of a building which faced on
to Market Street. As this wall had evidently been
built during the life of the level 12 yard a date
early in the seventeenth century would seem appropr
iate. The previously noted band of heavy cobbling
(stones set.with long axes vertical) clearly post
dated both structures. Whilst this feature could
represent a path, its irregular surface could
alternatively suggest it formed some sort of eaves
drip.
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Overlying the level 12 yard surface and the inserted
'eaves-drip' lay another gravel surface (level 9).
Iron staining and small rusted concretions characer
ized this level. As with level 12, pottery remains
were predominantly (73%) of Silverdale fabric. Clay
pipes make their first appearance in this level
(Appendix 3): on typological grounds they can be
dated to the mid seventeenth century.

The structural development on the site of no. 47
during this period is not clear as later features
had removed much of this half of the site. A line
of heavy unworked stones was found set into the
surface of the level 5 soil on a similar alignment to
the back wall of no. 49. However, their position
along the edge of a later construction trench makes
an assessment of their status difficult. They are
not structurally similar to the foundation of the wall
of no. 49. All that can be said is that they represent
the first building phase at no. 47 and that they post
date the Medieval cultivation and pre-date the late
seventeenth century building on the site.

During the latter part of the seventeenth century the
structure represented by the row of stones at no. 47
was superceded by a new house, the construction of
which removed any floor levels which may have been
associated with the eRrlier phase. The original
floor of this building consisted of cobbles set on
red clay which had been laid on the truncated surface
of the soil. Set in the south-east corner of the
house was an oven, approx 140 ems broad. This was
composed of a rubble/mortar mix which had been built
around several vertical wooden stakes. A stoke hole
approx. 50 ems wide opened to the centre of the oven;
this was lined with vertically bedded tiles and paved
with two cracked gritstone flags. The interior was
choked with wood ash.

In 1701 the existing house at no. 49 was demolished
and replaced by a three storey building. A stiff
light brown clay (level 11) was spread over the
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footings of the demolished late sixteenth/early
seventeenth century building. As with no. 47 the
floor levels associated with the first building phase
were removed during the construction of the later
building so that in the west section (fig. 2) level 11
lies directly on level 5. Part of the earlier
dividing wall was retained; level 11 rests against
this.

The interior floor of no. 49 in its early eighteenth
century phase consisted of massive cobbles set
ve~tically.i~ a sand bedding of up to 20 ems deep.
ThlS surprlslngly substantial flooring was overlain
by.a deposit of coal dust (level 7) between 3 - 9 cms
thlCk.

During the first quarter of the eighteenth century
t~e back wa~l of no. 47 was demolished and replaced
wlth a maSSlve rubble-core wall which lay approx. 70
cms back from the original late seventeenth century
wal~. .The probable explanation for this course of
aC~10n.1S that an extra floor was added to no. 47 to
brlng lt up to the sam~ level as the newly built no.
49; there are suggestlons of an old roof line in
photo~r~phs of no. 47 taken before demolition. The
dem~l~tlon of one side wall to enable the insertion
?f JOlsts w~en new floors were added has been noted
ln po~t-medleval houses elsewhere (Atkin 1979, 283).
The 11ne of the late seventeenth century rear wall is
represented by a robber/construction trench which had
been cut.back into the level 5 soil and the sequence

of pre-el~hteenth century ~ard surfaces behind theproperty (~evels 9A, 10, 8). The fill of the trench
(level 3) lncluded a stoneware tankard carrying the
QUI~en A~e exci se mark (Appendix 2). The oven, no
lo~ger ln the corner of the room, went out of use at
thlS stage and was demolished to floor level.

At th~ same time as the back wall of no. 47 was
re-allgned the previously shared back yard was divided
by a stone wall about 50 cms. thick built directly
on to th~ cobbl~d yard surface (that which sealed level
9). Whllst thlS same cobbled surface continued in
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use behind no. 47 through the eighteenth century a
midden developed behind no. 49. A yellow clay ~level
6) was laid over the now divided cobbled yard and a
further cobbled surface was set on it; it was
positioned in the corner between the yard dividing
wall and the rear wall of no. 49. The southern
side of this feature was edged with large cobbles;
the eastern side was destroyed by a nineteenth century
structure. The whole surface sloped away towards the
south-east corner, presumably for drainage purposes.
Large quantities of domestic debris (level 1) accum
ulated behind no. 49 from probably the 17308 onwards,
continuing through the eighteenth and into the
nineteenth century.

During the first half of the nineteenth century no. 47
was extended back to the rear property boundary, thus
leaving it without a yard. The paved interior of
no. 47 remained in situ until excavation, although a
few 'modern' finds beneath the flags suggested periodic
patching and replacement.

Discussion

The paucity of documentary material relating to these
properties and the fact that no survey of the buildings
was carried out prior to demolition are unfortunate.
Conse~uently our knowledge of the development of this
site lS almost totally archaeologically derived in a
situation where other lines of enquiry might reasonably
have been expected to yield an additional perspective.
That being said, the China Street excavation provided
a valuable insight into the development of two
domestic urban, post-medieval properties in what has
been the first excavation in Lancaster to look at this
aspect of the growth of the town.

Whilst this excavation demonstrated that the site of
nos. 47-49 China Street was not developed before the
late sixteenth century, it would clearly be unwise to
attempt to extrapolate this information to the rest
of China Street. Nevertheless, as late as 1684 41%
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of 'Chiney Lane' (L.R.O. DDX/194) still fronted on to
gardens and open land; less than a century later
however, China Lane was totally built up (Mackreth
1778).3

The fact that Cockersand Abbey is known to have leased
out gardens in China Lane during the fifteenth and
~ixteen~h centuries has been referred to above. It
lS posslble that the area excavated coincided with a
garden plot owned by Cockersand, but there is no sound

reason to conne?t the~: p:ivately owned gardens may
als? have flourlshed In Chlna Lane during the medieval
perl0d.

Although China Lane is referred to from the fourteenth

century o~wards, the ~pparently late date by which it
became bUl1t-up, and ltS extreme narrowness (see
Mackreth 1778; O.S. 1892) does lead it to stand apart
fr?m the other town centre streets. It has been
ROlnted out elsewhere (Penney 1979, 5) that King
otreet was the southern approach road to the medieval
castle; .from there the north-south road drops down
Castle Illll towards Bridge Lane and over the river to
Skerton. It may be that China Lane developed as a
short c~t from ~ng Street to Bridge Lane, cutting out
the uphlll sectl0n. If this developed as a trackway
between burga~e plots its narrowness and slow

~evelopment ml~ht thus be explained. The possibility
th~t the name 9heyney Lane' -infers an origin as a
prlvate lane WhlCh could be closed with a chain has
been referred to above.

T~e excavation of the two successive buildings on each
slte and the adjacent yard levels provided a useful
sequen?e of post-m~dieval pottery (Appendix 2) and
clay plpes (~ppendlx 3). Local sources can be seen
to h~ve provlded.the bulk of the pottery,
p~rtlcularly durlng the seventeenth century when
Sllverdale pottery dominated. Burton-in-Lonsdale

~ee~s to hav~ supplied the bulk of the coarser wares
'...urlng the. elghteenth century, although the finer
Staffordshlre products and also Delft ware are well
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represented. Fragments of German stoneware vessels
demonstrate that imported material was also reaching
Lancaster between the sixteenth and eighteenth
century.

The excavated levels span the period of the town's
economic boom of the eighteenth century when the port
of Lancaster prospered, largely as a result of the
West Indies trade. A much larger excavation sample
would however be necessary to establish to what
extent this lo~al situation might be reflected in the
archaeological record.

Little excavation has been carried out in medieval.
and post-medieval contexts in the towns of Lancashlre.
Opportunities such as that provided by China Street
need to be grasped elsewhere if a broader picture is
to emerge.
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No. 49
Level No.

1
6

Yard 9

12

5

4

7

House 11

5

No. 47
2

3

8

la

9A

5

Appendix I

Site Summary

Brief Description

Midden material in yard

Clay underlying latest
cobbled yard surface

Gravel and stone yard
surface

Gravel and stone yard
surface

Cultivated soil under
all construction levels

Compacted rubble in
1701 building

Floor debris in 1701
building

Clay overlying de
molished pre-1701
building

(see above)

Sand and stone levelling
under latest flagged
surface

Robber/construction
trench associated with
re-building of back wall

Gravelly yard surface
(extension of level 9)

Make up

Disturbed soil

(see above)
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date

c.1730-late C18th

early C18th

Second half C17th

First half C17th

Spans Roman to
C16th

C18th

early C18th

early C18th

late Cl8th

early C18th·

Second half C17th

C17th

C17th

Appendix II

The Pottery

ROMAN:

Five residual sherds comprised two mortaria fragments,
scraps of black-burnished and samian ware and a rim
fragment of a flanged bowl in a sandy orange fabric
probably deriving from the Quernmore kiln site.

MEDIEVAL:

Of the thirty-nine medieval sherds excavated thirty
came from level 5. Thirteen were splashed or
partially coated with glaze (7 red, 5 green, 1 yellow).
Most were in hard gritty fabrics ranging in colour
from buff to orange to ~ey. They mostly consisted
of small scraps from wh~ch diagnostic forms could not
be reconstructed; only two rims were present. One
is a hard orange fabric containing large quartz grits;
it is of thirteenth to fourteenth century form (cf.
Edwards 1967, no. 16) and may originate from the
Docker Moor kiln site. The other sherd is in a
sandier orange fabric with plain everted rim.

POST-MEDIEVAL:

SILVERDALE/ARNSlDE POTTERY

The existence of pottery kilns at Potter Hill,
Silverdale, has been known since 1865. Building work
in 1912 revealed considerable quantities of wasters
and a further substantial scatter came to light in the

area through more recent building and landscaping(Edwards 1974; White 1977). Two fabric colours

were noted; the first, ranging from pale lead grey to
dark grey~ the second, a pale orange, tended to be
softer. Regardless of colour the fabric was smooth,
fine and entirely grit free. The different colouring
would appear to be the result of the same material
reacting to different firing conditions. Many of the
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Raeren, just to the south of Aachen, established a
stoneware industry during the late 15th century, and
this flurished through the first half of the 16th
century. The vessels are characterized by a fabric

cup. Fine red fabric with
Thick glossy black glaze.

D. Squat two handled
white inclusions.
Level 3.
17th century.

RAEREN STONEWARE

dark chestnut brown glaze. Incorporated in
pieces into rubble core of back wall of no. 49
China Street in 16th century phase
16th century.

Jar/jug in fine grey grit-free fabric, oxidised
to orange near rim. Green glaze decomposed on
both surfaces. Level 5.
16th century.

CISTERCIAN AND BIACK GLAZED WARES

Cistercian wares, which came into use during the 16th
century, are characterised by their smooth hard-fired,
often slightly purplish red body coated with a brown
or black lead glaze. Strips or pellets of white clay
may provide decorative embellishments. During the
early 17th century a range of wares having a smooth
brick-red fabric and glossy black glaze developed from
the Cistercian tradition. A few true fragmentary
Cistercian forms were represented in the 16th and
17th century century levels whilst the bulk of the non
Silverdale/Arnside pottery in these earlier levels was
of mainly black and dark brown glazed wares.

C. Cistercian pOBset pot or cup. Fine hard red
fabric, dark brown glaze. Applied motif
comprising strips and pellets of clay appearing
light yellow through glaze. Strips have
characteristic transverse corrugation. Level 12.
Late 16th/early 17th century.

B.

.
-,

r~;'

In 1978 very similar pottery fragments and wasters
were found in gardens at Arnside, a little more than
two miles from Silverdale (Penney 1978); these are
taken to represent part of the same pottery industry
as that represented by the Silverdale finds.

Pottery of this 'Silverdale/Arnside' type has been
found at several locations in north-Lancashire and
south Cumbria but no systematic study of the
distribution of these products has yet been attempted.

Little of this pottery (hereafter referred to as
'Silverdale' type, without prejudice as to whether
Silverdale or Arnside is its source) has previously
been found in securely dated contexts: Silverdale
sherds have been found in seventeenth century levels
at Easington. The large quantities of Silverdale
pottery excavated in China Street have now provided
a valuable terminal date for this pottery type.

About 307~of the pottery content of level 5 was of
Silverdale type, and must be of mainly sixteenth
centu17 date. The overlying level 12, which dates
to the first half of the seventeenth century had a
~ottery conten~ of 90% Silverdale ware. The pottery
ln level 9, WhlCh dated to the mid-late seventeenth
century,. was composed of 73% Silverdale pottery.
In the elghteenth century levels only residual scraps
of Silverdale pottery were present.

The lat~ dating of the Silverdale pottery in China
Street lS matched by the recent excavation of
quantities of medieval-type green glazed, reduced
wares in seventeenth or even eighteenth century
contexts in Carlisle (McCarthy 1980, 6).

A. Cistern with bung-hole. Fine grey grit-free
fabric. Glazed internally and externally with

sherds were glazed in colours which vary from chestnut
to sage green. The forms were restricted to jugs
and bowls, often with a 'pie-crust' moulding below the
rim.
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B

F

Hexagonal base of a standing salt or candlestick.
Turned body with five facets cut into outer
surface. Different design incised into each
face. Pale buff fabric. External yellow glaze.
Levels 2, 3, 8.
17th century.

STAJI'FORDSHIRESMPWARE

This class of pottery has a light buff or pink fabric
derived from the 'can clays' associated with coal
deposits. Decoration is achieved by applying strips
of slip (clay mixed with water to the consistency of
cream) which m~y be combed to create a marbled or
feathered effect. This was coated with a clear lead
glaze. Whilst slipware was made at a number of
centres, Staffordshire dominated the market for
quali ty slip"'laresduring the second half of the 17th
and earlier part of the 18th centuries. 238
Staffordshire slipware fragments were excavated, 196
in level 1, the rest in levels 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 & 9.

E.

MIDLANDS YELLOW WARE

Characterized by a golden yellow lead glaze coating
a fine off-white to pale buff fabric, this pottery
type •..;as first manufactured during the mid-late 16th
century and found widely between Yorkshire and Surrey
by the early 17th century. Produced at many Midland
potteries (Brears 1971). Single find in China
Street.

of various shades of r;rey, a brown/grey glaze and a
thumbed foot-ring.

A single Raeren frar;ment found in level 5 consisted
of part of a thumbed foot-ring and base in a grey
fabric tinged with pink, an internal iron wash and
an external light brown glaze. Although few such
vessels have yet been found in north-west England
(Davey and Rutter, 1977) this probably reflects the
lack of excavation of 16th century contexts in the
area rather than an actual scarcity.
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Part of the rim of a large (270 cms diam.) flanged
dish, of pink fabric coated with a cream coloured

slip. Wavy lines in light and dark brown slip
trailed around the rim. Very thin clear glaze.
(c.f. City of Stoke on Trent Museum Archaeological
Soeiety Report No. 7, 1975, p. 14 nos. 31 and 32).
Level 6.

Late 17th century.

Mug in light yellow buff fabric decorated

externally with a rich dark brown to black slip
feathered under a thin even amber glaze. Level 6.
Early 18th century.

H. Cup in pale pink fabric; internally and
externally (excluding base) coated in a thin
cream slip. Decorated externally with chocolate
brown slip dots under an even amber glaze.
Level l.

18th century.

F.

During the late 16th and 17th century Frechen, near
Cologne, was a major stoneware producing centre.
Bellarmine and related jugs were widely exported.

I. Mouth section of a Be11armine jug with top part
of applied face mask. Hard mid grey fabri~.
Mottled brown, slightly pitted outer surface.
Dark reddish brown, slightly lustrous inner
surface. Level 1.

Late 17th/early 18th century.

WESTERWALD STONEWARE

l!'RECHENSTONEWARE

Westerwald, an area between the Rivers Sieg and Lahn
east of the Rhine, was a major German stoneware
producing centre during the 17th century. The
pottery is typically of hard light grey fabric with
an overall clear glaze, appearing grey except where
it covers cobalt blue or manganese purple decoration.
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imports on the scale they reach Britain during the 17th
century.

Level 1 produced 78 sherds of Chinese porcelain
deriving from between 7-11 vessels; ~ups, bowls ~d
plates are represented. Decoration 1S executed 1n
underglaze blue designs: landscape scenes appear on
internal and external surfaces, and rims are decorated
with geometric or diaper bands. A few sherds hav~
delicately applied additional red and gold decorat1ve
components over the glaze.

L. Footring and base of a bow~. VperylPballeblule~ehard, almost vitreous fabr1c. a e ue.g ~ •
Remains of over-glaze plumb red enamel pa1nt1ng
on outer surface in 'famille rose' style. Level 1.
c. 1750-75.

SALT GLAZED STONEWARE

This pottery was produced in Staffordshire between
c. 1730-70 and consisted of a white or v~ry pale
stoneware coated at a high temperature W1th a clear
salt glaze. Level 1 contained 3?8 such sherds.
The forms consisted almost exclus1vely of moulded
table wares several with intricate rims. One,.a
sugar bowl ~?),carried an elaborate moulded fo11age
and basketwork motif on the outer surface.

A variation of this technique involved incising.a
design into the semi-soft unfired clay and rubb1ng
blue pigment into the incisions. Eleven fragments of
a single 'Scratch Blue' jar were found in level 1.
This technique generally dates to the period 1740-70.

M. Cup. Off-white fabric under a thin clear glaze.
Level l.
Mid 18th century.

Large quantities of this attractive and durable
stoneware were exported to Britain during the 17th and
early 18th centuries. Parts of two such vessels
were excavated in China Street in 18th century contexts;
a bowl/pot in level 1 and a tankard base in level 2.

J. Chamber-pot (?). Hard light grey fabric with
clear glaze. Incised floral design surrounded
by rouletted zig-zag. Petals, basal moulding
and zone outside rouletting picked out in cobalt
blue wash. Level 1.

L~te 17th/early 18th century.

ENGLISH STON1."'WARE

Stoneware was not manufactured in England until the
late 17th century; the major centres of production
during the 18th century were London, Nottingham, and
Staffordshire. Fired at a high temperature to make
it hard and impervious to liquids, it is usually
coloured brown with an iron wash and a salt glaze.

K. Tankard carrying Queen Anne excise mark stamped
into surface before firing and glazing. Hard
light grey fabric. Light brown inner surface.
Glossy dark brown outer surface with some pitting.
One of two similar vessels from same trench.
Level 3.
1702-14.

During the mid 19th century a similar glossy stoneware
was introduced at Burton-in-Lonsdale (see below)
often liberally decorated with rouletted devices.
Several such sherds were found in level 1.

CHINESE PORCELLlIN

Chinese porcelain, together with Westerwald stoneware,
comprised the bulk of the pottery imported into
Britain during the 18th century. The rise of the
Staffordshire pottery industry during the second half
of the 17th century obviated the need for quality
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N. 'Scratch Blue' jar. White stoneware fabric,
with incised floral design picked out in cobalt
blue, beneath clear glaze. Glaze tinged blue
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Creamware, based on light coloured clays, came to the
for during the mid 18th century and remained the
dominant earthenware body until the mid 19th century.
Staffordshire was the principal area of production,
but creamware was also produced at potteries in other
parts of the country. Of the 121 cream-ware sherds

from level 1, few can be positively assigned a source;
two sherds have characteristic Leeds creamware
decoration c. 1780-1800

Quartered
appearing

Internal clear
Runs of glaze down

clear glaze appearing brown. Level 1.
18th century.

Bowl. Mid red fabric. Two concentric white
slip lines around interior and another around
rim appear yellow under clear internal glaze.
Internal surface appears brown. Runs of glaze
down rim exterior. Level 1.
18th century.

Small diBh. Mid red fabric.
glaze appearing dark brown.
rim exterior. Level 1.
18th century.

Dish. Mid red fabric with sparse white flecking.
Two white slip lines trailed above shoulder of
rim another at tip of rim. Lower two appear
yellow through internal glaze. Interior appears
brown through glaze; slight yellow flecking
due to white particles in fabric. Level 1.
18th century.

Q.

R.

P.

Dish. Fabric and glaze as for above.
by floral and leaf motif in white slip
yellow tllrough glaze. Level 1.
18th century.

CREAM COLOURED EARTHENWARE

s.

Earthenware pottery manufacture became established at
Burton-in-Lonsdale during the mid 18th century.
Situated on the River Greta 12 miles ENE of Lancaster
the industry was based on local Coal Measures deposits.
The potteries flourished through the l8th and 19th
centuries, but most had closed by the 1920's: the
last pottery closed in 1945. Useful historical
summaries appear in Brears (1971) and Lawrence (1974).

Little work has been published on the range of
products produced at the various Burton potteries.
f10st of the varieties listed below can, however, be
matched by wasters collected from the banks of the

River Greta at Burton. The fabric is typically ahard coarse red with a dark brown (iron stained)
e;laze; white slip trailing appears yellow through
the e;laze.

The e;reat bulk of the pottery in level 1 was 18th
century, but some 19th century material was present.
Possibly incoI~orated amongst the material attributed
to Burton are products of 19th century potteries
on the outskirts of Lancaster at Scotforth (White
1976) and Newlands (Penney 1979) which produced items
in a closely con~arable fabric.

in vicinity of decoration. Level 1.
Mid 18th century.

BURTON POTTERY

Items attributed to Burton comprise pancheons, bread
pots, cream pots, bowls, dishes and plates. The
bowls and dishes are internally glazed brown, the
glaze usually covering the rim and extending part
way down the outer surface. Many of the bowls have
strips of white slip applied around the circumference
between the rim and the shoulder. Where covered
by glaze these slip lines appear yellow; on vessels
where the glaze does not reach the rim the slip
appears white and is usually worn thin.

O. Dish, mid red fabric. Internally glazed with
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DELFTWABE (by J. A. Price)

Delftware is the name commonly given to tin enamelled
earthenware of the 17th and 18th centuries. A lead
glaze made white and opaque by the addition of tin
oxide was used and decoration in cobalt blue,
manganese-purple, yellow (antimony) and brown painted
on before firing.

There was a long history in Europe before its
introduction to England from Holland in the 16th
century. The chief centres were Bristol, London
(Lambeth and Southwark) and Liverpool. Decoration
was derived from and inspired by imported oriental
porcelain for which Delft provided a cheap alternative.

Delft manufacture in Liverpool dates from the early
eighteenth century and it was Liverpool potters and
Lancaster tradesman who set up the Lancaster Pottery
in 1754. This factory closed c. 1787 at a time when
Delft manufacture was ceasing in Liverpool.

The Delft fragments from China Street, all from levels
1 and 2, are dated c. 17~0 to 1800, a time when the
ware was common and popular. In addition to 305
pieces of glazed ware there are ~36 fragments which
have lost their glaze due to the action of soil acids.
All of the pieces are of the typical buff coloured
rather soft fabric and those which are glazed are a
pastel blue colour. The fragments are the remains
of a number of objects (it is impossible to reconstruct
anyone item) including plates and dishes, cups, bowls
and thrown ware. The sherds are of three thicknesses
8mmj 6mmj 2-4mm but this does not indicate they are
all from different objects.

The thickest ware (24 sherds) includes several pieces
of base (with footring), part of a rim and handle,
and pieces of a globular vessel. There are also two
pieces of the base of a large flat dish (?). Most of
the pieces lack decoration but those which are
decorated have cobalt blue designs. The globular
vessel has a freehand rather stylised floral design

s,P.

M
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All of the finds are characteristic of English
eighteenth century Delftware but there is insufficient

The most numerous finds are of the thinnest ware,
though the pieces are generally smaller than the other
two types. Most of the remains are of cups (including
a handle), saucers, bowls etc. and there is evidence
of turning on the bases with their sharp edges. The
decoration is in cobalt blue except for two pieces
with purple mottle on the outside. These are the
remains of the finer table ware and are decorated with
flowers, stems and leaves in t~e main. One piece
(T :8) has part of a fish body upon it and may be
local : Mrs. Elizabeth Adams has suggested that a flask
with three char (a trout-like fish found in Windermere)
formerly attributed to Bristol may in fact be Lancaster.
It is interesting to note that Lucas's 'History of
Wartonl, compiled between 1710 ~ 1744, records that
large quantities of potted char were yearly sent to
London from Kendal and Lancaster (Ford and Fuller
Maitland 1931, 51).

reminiscent of Chinese painting, and one base has
inside it a design of flowers possibly anemones (T :7)
and a purple mottle on the outside. The flat pieces
have plant stems and leaves on one and heather on the
other.

The thinner ware (6mm) is chiefly the remains of flat
or pressed ware - plates, saucers etc. including a
number of bases with parts of the footring and side
profile. The decoration is chiefly blue but several

pieces have yellow and purple too. The desi~sinclude a pagoda type design (T :6), flowers (T :4)
and a sun with rays (T :5). There are several
geometric rim designs (T :1-3). These could be
Lambeth, especially (T :1) with its pattern of four
leaved clover type motifs. A number of pieces
contain large scroll type features but no piece is
large enough to make out the complete design. The
finely painted flower (T :9) pattern is similar to one
attributed to Bristol.

6.. !Ilia•• thi:ck

3mm thilik

5. J.nn;'illlick'. 3mm thick

Geom~t~~c Mo~ifB

T 1. 5mm thick

7. 3mm baae of a veaael B. Fish sr:Ales
]mm

9. 3mm boae
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Hard, mid red
Dark brown

of the item in mo~t cases to suggest a provenance for
the ~are. Some lS probably Lambeth but others could
be~l~erpool or.Lancaster ware. There is no Delftware
deflnltely attrlbuted to Lancaster but we know th
ma~e, turned and painted Wares here. In view Ofe~he

ex]stence of a Delftware pothouse operating in
I~ncaster between the 1750s - 1780s it seems highly
probable th~t.a proportion of the Delftware finds are
of local orlgln.
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Appendix III

Burton Pottery Fabric Analysis

BACKGROUND

Identification of Burton pottery in this report has
been carried out by means of visual inspection with
reference to wasters collected from the banks of the
R. Greta. The existence of 19th century potteries

producing similar wares at Scotforth (White 1976)
and Newlands (Penney 1979) near Lancaster has been
noted.

A limited programme of fabric analysis was carried out
in an attempt to help clarify identification and to
establish any distinguishing characteristics of clays
used at the three pottery centres.

No pottery securely provenanced to Scotforth was
available for examination, but two waster sherds from
Burton-in-Lonsdale and one from Newlands were analysed
along with two sherds from level 1 in China Street
which had been identified with Burton on visual
grounds.

The sherds comprised:
Burton No. 1 : Wall sherd of bowl.
fabric with sparse white flecking.
internal glaze.

Burton No. 2 : Basal section of dish. Hard, mid
red fabric with white flecking. Brown internal
glaze. Two white slip bands appearing yellow.

Newlands : Basal section of pancheon. Mid red
fabric with rust coloured inclusions. Dark brown

slightly lustrous matt internal and external glaze.

China St. No. 1 : Wall sherd of bowl. Hard light
red fabric containing SQJllethin white layers and
inclusions. Dark brown/black internal and external
glaze.
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China St. No. 2 : Wall sherd of dish. Hard mid
red fabric with white flecking. Brown inte~al
glaze. Two white slip bands appearing yellow.

f'lliTIIOD

Small samples from each sherd were ground in a pestle
and mortar. The powdered material was digested to
fuminr;, first with hydrofluoric acid/concentrated

sulphuric acid (HF/H2S04) to separate the silica, thenwith perchloric acidTcoIlcentrated nitric acid

(JmO~/HCI04). The material was finally digested withdilu~e nit~ic acid and diluted with water prior to
analysis by Plasma Emission Spectrometry.

The results were as follows (in percentages):

~ites;. the small size of the. sample clearly makes it
~mposs~ble to reach any sweep~ng conclusions on the
basis of the work carried out so far. However
something of a pattern does emerge, for the com~ositions
of the two Burton sherds closely match each other.
In contrast, the Newlands waster has a markedly higher
Iron content. The two China Street sherds show a rather
higher Aluminium content than the Burton wasters whilst

China ~t. No. 1 shows a rather higher Lead conte~t
and Ch~na St. No. 2 has a remarkable 1.85% Boron.

A further series of analyses are planned and it is
hoped to include at least one Scotforth product in the
next group; this appendix reports the findings so far,
further work must be awaited before conclusions can be
attempted.

Fe Al I1g Pb Cr Cu Zn

Burton No. 1

Burton No. 2

Newlands

China St. No. 1

China St. No. 2

l~.3 9.6 1.2 0.2 0.02 0.005 0.04

4-.5 9.9 1.2 0.3 0.02 0.01 0.05

6.8 11.9 1.2 0.1 0.02 0.05 0.01

4-.3 12.5 0.8 0.6 0.02 0.01 0.03

4-.1 13.5 1.4-0.2 0.02 0.01 0.03

11n Ca Ba Ti B

Burton No. 1

Burton No. 2

Newlands

China St. No. 1

China St. No. 2

OBSERVATIONS

0.08 0.63 0.010 0.51 0.18

0.07 0.4-5 0.015 0.60 0.24

0.10 0.54 0.046 0.70 0.4-6

0.15 0.19 0.005 0.71 0.45

0.05 0.65 0.075 0.69 1.85

It should be stressed that these analyses were carried
out in order to test the feasibility of establishing
fabric composition characteristics for the three kiln
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Appendix III

- Clay Pipes and Wig-Curlers

The total of 339 clay pipe fragments excavated in
China Street provide a valuable sequence, being one
of the lare;est groups to have been excavated in an
archaeological context in Lancashire.
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The earliest pipes, which on typological grounds can
be dated to the mid seventeenth century, were found
jn level 9, a gravel and stone yard surface behind
no. 49 China Street. Three were stamped on the back
of the bowl with the initials IB, each with a
different stamp, but all contained within a semi
circular frame surmounted by a trefoil crest. The
frame type is characteristic of the north-west, and
is well known at the pipe manufacturing centre of
Rainford in Merseyside where a variety of IB stamps
are recorded. Davey (1978, 2) had discussed the
rane;e of IB stamps, but due to the frequency of these
initials it is not possible to distinguish between
different makers or between different stamps of the
same maker. Rainford is the most probable source of
the China Street IB bowls.

Level 8, also a mid-late seventeenth century yard
surface, produced a pipe stamped with the initials GR
on the back of the bowl, again contained within a
'north-west' style frame. Three bowl-stamped and
three heel-stamped GR pipes have previously been
recorded in Lancaster (Lancaster Museum records) and
a further bowl-stamped example is known from the area

of Kirkland near GarstanfS (Lancashire Record Office ~h~~e France collection). It is possible that these
1nl.t1als may represent an early Lancaster pipe maker.
Althoue;h no manufacturer is recorded in Lancaster
prior to the 1730's (White, 1975) it is becoming
apparent that pipe making tends to pre-date document
ation by half a century or so in the smaller centres
(P. Davey - pers. comm.)

HISTOGrMMS OF 80ltE bllIlME'TEIl~ OF' PIPES ROM YAItJ) L.Evns BEH''''P No.• '



Transitional forms of pipe bowl found in level 6

sucgest.a date in the period 1700-1720 for that ya~d
foundatJ.on.

Level I included two stems carrying a roller-stamped
inscription G.EDKIN/LANCAS/TER. Other examples are
knO\VD from IIornby and from f'larket Street and Mitre
Yard in Lancaster. Although we have no dates for
this manufacturer he was presumably operating from
t.hepipe-house in Penny Street during the latter part
of the eie;hteenth century (Edwards 1977, 46). Another
roller-stamped stem in level 1, carrying around it a
procession of stamped animals, can be identified as
a product of Nathan Birchall of Rainford (d. 1742);
a more complete example has been excavated at Mitre
Yard.

An analysis of the stem bore-holes, set out in tabular
form below, reflects the typical decrease in bore
size through the eighteenth century. This is most
cJearly demomrtrated in the superimposed series of
;yard levels behind no. 49 China Street (levels 9, 6, 1)(fig. 7).

',..

",

Also made of pipe clay were two complete and seven
fragmentary wig-curlers. All were found in level 1.
Details laid out below (measurements in millimetres).

Length Max. Diam.Min. Diam.

68

14la

11.5

8

63

118

11 10.5

7

10.5

7

10 9

6

9

6

4J6J8
67f

6464
Lnvel

16468422

lH
f,

015la

9
00633

'l
0022

~}7

0216
11

0002

2
L~la3021

n
:3

0026

8
00016

10

0004

inches

No.49 - yard

No.49 - interior

No.47
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1.

2.

3.

Footnotes

On Speed's map of 1610 it appears as Kelne Lane:
some confusion had perhaps arisen when this map
was drawn up, as an ea.rly name for Meeting House
Lane (which runs west from the south end of
China Lane) was Kiln Lane (1684 - L.R.O. DDX/194).

'le Chynelane' - Croxton Abbey Cartulary, Belvoir
Castle Addtnl. MS 70. f. 82. 'Chenie'
Butcher's 'History of Stamford' (P. 4 of the
edition appended to Peck's 'Annals of Stanford'
1727). '

Speed's·map of 1610 should not be accepted
uncritically. Whilst Speed depicts houses running
the full length of both sides of China Lane (or
Kelne Lane as it appears on his map), the 1684

surve;}'(~.R.O. DDX/194) clearly shows that only
about 60lv of the street frontage was developed
at that time. There seems little possibility
that areas of town centre housing would have
reverted to fields between 1610 and 1684.
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Unlike Caton where the mills were all separate, each
with its own history, the Halton Mills provide
Industrial Archaeology with many problems.
Separating their histories and dating individual
buildings is often very difficult.

This article attempts to provide a history of the
Forge Bank Mill and to describe the main buildings
to be found on this large and complex site.3

The History of Forge Bank Mill:

III ForPje Bank Mill, Halton by James Price

On the riverside at Halton are the remains of two
former water powered mills. Both were recorded by
Ashmore in 19691 - the Low Mill nearest the bridge,
and further upstream the Forge Bank2 Mill with its
fine brick chimney. Water to power these mills was
taken from the river at Forge Weir in the Lune gorge.
The water travelled via a short head race to Forge
Mill, while a second open race or leet ran along the
river bank to fill a pond to the·rear of Low Mill.
After Low Mill the water was returned to the river
above the lower weir at Halton (see Plan I). These
mills have complex and lengthy histories commencing
as separate units but ending up as parts of the same
factory - that of James Helme and Co. manufacturers
of oil cloth and linoleum. After the purchase of
Helmes by Williamsons in 1932 the works was closed.
Today the buildings are occupied by three main
companies - Bambers and Luneside Engineering at Forge
Bank, and the Great Lakes Chemical Corporation at Low
Mill.
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1744

1821
1826

Wil;Liam Bradshaw, Lord of the Manor, builds a
mill at the nOl:'thend of Halton. Probably for
silk or flax
Cotton spinning recorded at Forge Bank Mill
Forse Bank and 12 cottages leased to Thomas
and Edward Atkinson of Holme ~lills. These

'newly erected buildings' were used for flax
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